
 

Ultimate CPU Buying Guide Quick Reference Handout 

Your build your own PC adventure won’t go very far if you don’t start with the most important part: 
the Central Processing Unit (CPU). Almost every other PC Component in your PC build depends on this 
critical piece. 

Scan the QR Code to read the full buying guide 
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Understanding CPU basics 
 
What is a CPU? 
 
The brain of your computer. 
Coordinates tasks handled by other components. 
Needs sufficient power, multitasking capacity, and data transmission capability. 
 
Important technical specifications for CPUs 
 
CPU Lanes: Connections for PCIe slots on the motherboard; critical for video cards and additional PCIe 
components. 
CPU Cores: Physical components that handle individual tasks; more cores mean faster processing. 
Clock Speed: Measures CPU speed in cycles per second; higher speeds mean faster performance. 
Threads: Virtual components that manage tasks for the cores; SMT improves resource allocation. 
Caches: Dedicated memory for the CPU, faster than main memory; L2 cache is crucial. 
 
CPU benchmarking and performance 
 
Benchmark: Measures overall CPU response rate. 
Synthetic vs. Real-World Benchmarks: Synthetic uses simulations; real-world uses actual software 
applications. 
 
Top Benchmarked CPUs of 2024 
 
Gaming: AMD Ryzen 7 7800X3D 8-Core 4.2GHz AM5 Processor. 
Budget: AMD Ryzen 5 5500 Hexa-Core 3.6GHz AM4 Processor. 
 
Temperature Control 
 
Critical for performance. 
Overclocking increases heat; ensure proper cooling solutions. 
CPU Brand Options 

https://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/event/pc-builder-lab/blt6fa37341a078921e
https://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/category/cpu-computer-processors/29080
https://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/category/pc-components/20374?icmp=computing_evergreen_computer_accessories_category_detail_category_icon_shopby_pc_components


 

 
AMD and Intel: Compete for the best CPUs. 
Intel is slightly better for productivity. 
AMD has an edge in gaming performance. 
 
Types of CPUs 
 
Laptop CPUs: Smaller, more energy-efficient, less powerful. 
Desktop CPUs: Larger, more powerful. 
Best CPUs for Different Needs 
 
Media Centre PC: Budget CPU. 
Home Office PC: Mid-range CPU, balancing power and affordability. 
Gaming PC: High-end CPU for maximum power and performance. 
 
Future-proofing your CPU purchase 
 
Consider spending more for extended lifespan. 
Review socket compatibility for future upgrades. 
Take the Next Steps 
 
Learn more about other PC components and find all you need at Best Buy. Check out all the articles of the 
PC Builder Lab series on the Blog. 


